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Taq a new food experience for Teatergatan 
Popular, trendy Teatergatan in Gothenburg will soon be supplemented with a wonderful new food 

experience. Early next year, the restaurant Taq will open at Teatergatan 30 and will entice 

customers with fine flavors from all around the world – in the form of tacos. 

The owners currently run the popular restaurant Röda Sten in Majorna and plan to offer a cordial and 

pleasant bar and restaurant environment with a music profile in the middle of Teatergatan. 

“Good food featuring rich and unexpected flavors and a cuisine that flirts with many different culinary 

influences – that is what Taq stands for. We have gained excellent experience from our restaurant 

Röda Sten, which has been included in the White Guide for restaurants for five years in succession. 

Now we are looking forward to offering something completely new and different on Teatergatan, 

which has flourished and become a very popular destination in the area,” says Farok Shakarchi, one of 

the co-owners of the restaurant.   

 

“In recent years, Teatergatan has become a popular destination for visitors 

and also has an attractive force for the establishment of new businesses. It 

feels really great to add another new, exciting actor to the area and it 

represents a fine confirmation of our long-term strategy for the development 

of the district,” says Anders Forsling Chief Account Manager; Commercial at 

Wallenstam in Gothenburg.  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further information, please contact: 
Elisabeth Vansvik, Communications Director, Wallenstam AB (publ) tel. +46 31 20 00 00 or +46 705 17 11 38 
www.wallenstam.se 

 

 

The restaurant Taq with 

flavors from all around the 

world opens at Teatergatan 

30 early next year.  

http://www.wallenstam.se/

